Terms and Conditions
Knowledge Required

Terms and Conditions describes general information
about RxEAL project. Contributor must carefully read
Terms and Conditions as well as all other information
that is provided by RxEAL. If any of points that are
mentioned in this or any other RxEAL document
aren’t clear, contributor shouldn’t take part in token
sale.

Contributions can be made only by such natural
persons or entities that are in possession of broad
knowledge, experience and understanding about
cryptocurrency markets. If the contributor does not
meet such requirements and any of the terms that
are mentioned in this whitepaper or any other RxEAL
documentation are not clear to them, they should
not participate in the token sale. Information that is
provided by this whitepaper, RxEAL.com website or
any documentation provided by RxEAL is of a
descriptive nature and is not legally binding.

Information Summary
RxEAL is a platform for trustless and safe security
deposit storage on the Ethereum blockchain
providing a decentralized dispute resolution with the
main focus on real estate and automotive rental
markets valued hundreds of billions USD combined.
RxEAL will also be available for other industries that
demand trustless fund storage and fair dispute
resolution.

Risks
The contributor understands that despite parties
involved in the development of the RxEAL project
investing their best efforts in order to develop the
RxEAL project, it is possible that the project might fail
and RXL tokens can became worthless (for further
detail please see risk disclaimer in token sale
agreement). The contributor also understands that
even if the RxEAL project is successfully developed
and launched, the project could be dissolved due to
lack of public interest, changes in law and legislation
or for other reasons. Hence, the contributor
understands that the RxEAL project involves
significant financial risks and if they are not in the
position to accept risks of this level they should not
participate in the token sale process.

General
By contributing funds to RxEAL and confirming
contribution to RXL tokens contributor understands
and accepts that the Funds will eventually be used to
contribute the development of the RxEAL project as
detailed described in RxEAL whitepaper and related
documentation found on RxEAL website. Information
contained in Whitepaper, RxEAL website and related
documentation are of descriptive nature and are not
binding and do not form part of Terms as set forth in
text bellow.
Contributor understands that parties involved in
RxEAL will make their best efforts to develop RxEAL
project it is possible that development can fail and
do to several reasons (see risk paragraph) RXL
tokens might become worthless.

Token Rights
This and any other document that is provided by
RxEAL does not contain any sort of investment
recommendation, investment advice or prospectus
of any kind. RxEAL token sale is not and will not be
securities offering in any jurisdiction. The RXL token
is not and will not be any type of security and it will
not be subject to any security regulation in any
jurisdiction.

Contributor understands and accepts that even if
project is successfully developed and launched due
to lack of public interest the RxEAL project could be
abandoned, remain commercially unsuccessful or be
shot down due to interest, regulatory of other
reasons. Therefore contributor understands and
accepts that contribution of funds; creation and
distribution of RXL tokens carry significant financial
and regulatory risks.

Token Functionality
RXL tokens are distributed in order to use the RxEAL
platform and not for investment or speculative
purposes. The RXL token is a utility token and does
not provide any other rights than the rights to use
theRxEAL platform. The contributor understands that
the RXL token does not supply any kind of income
and/or ownership rights or rights to receive any kind
of future income and/or ownership rights. The
contributor understands that they will not possess
any voting rights or governance rights or any rights to
influence the development of the RxEAL project in
any way. Funds that are raised by RxEAL token sale
are final and non-refundable.

This document or any materials provided by or
related by RxEAL do not constitute a prospectus of
any kind, and it is not a solicitation for investment
and does not pertain in any way an offering of
securities in any jurisdiction. Neither this or any other
document nor materials have been (or will be)
registered as a prospectus with any government
authorities.
Allocation of RXL tokens by contributor from RxEAL
shall not form a partnership, joint venture or any
similar relationship between contributor and RxEAL
and/or any other individuals or entities involved with
development of RxEAL.
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